
 

Khantara Village in Mabata Shire's Genocide 

24-2-2018 

 

From the beginning of attaks on Afrin in 20-1-2018, Turkish army occupant with the Syrian 

opposition use all lethal dead weapons and advanced technology to fight people of Afrin. 

With the hard bombardment on villages and shires surrounding the border, people are 

inforced to refuge to another internal villages and shires in Afrin. 

 

Child martyr Ibrahim Rashed Rasho 

 

Rasho's family are one of the families who inforced to refuge from their villages because of 

bombardment by jets and random artillery more than 36 days. 

Rashed Rasho's family is consist of 4 people from Cholakha village in Bulbul shire in Afrin, 

who refuged from their village when it is targeted by heavy artillery in 30-1-2018 

The family temporarily  fled to Khantara village in Mabata shire in Afrin until the situation in 

their village be calm as they said, but they didn't know that Turkish Army has no difference 

between children, women and elderly people and it is targeting civilians in all villages and 

shires in all of Afrin. In 24-2-2018 on Saturday, Turkish occupant jets bombed Khantara 



village and most of family members have heavily injured and the child Ibrahim Rashed Rasho 

died. 

 

 

The child Ibrahim Rasho             Rashed Rasho; the father of the child Ibrahim Rasho 

The names who targeted by Turkish jets: 

- Rashed Rasho, 70 years old, father of tow children from Cholakha village in Bulbul shire in 

Afrin, injured in his face and belly. 

- Hussein Rashed Rasho, 9 years old, from Cholakha village in Bulbul shire in Afrin, heavily 

injured in his right hand. 

- Ibrahim Rashed Rasho, 4 years old, from Cholakha village in Bulbul shire in Afrin, died after 

direct injury in his jaw and fragment on his chest. 

 



 

The child Hussein Rashed Rasho 

 

 

The mather of Ibrahim Rashed Rasho and the blood of his child on her blouse 

Mother of the martyr child said that her husband and two children were shepherding the 

sheep which they can save from their village and she was cleaning the place where they 

temporarily stay in. after that she heard sound of jets on sky of the village and she didn't 

care as she said, because the Turkish jets run in sky of Afrin all the time, but this time the 

place where she was shake when the jet bombed a place near her and then she went out 

and saw her two children and husband with their blood and unconscious. She with some 

villagers took her two children to the hospital in the center of Afrin city and her husband 

stayed there until they could rescue him. 



Until this photo have been taken the mother was believe that her child Ibrahim is still alive. 

 

 

Address: 

Khamishlo Center: new train station building, storey 3 

Al-Hassaka branch, Klasa next to the general center of police (Asayish) 

Afrin branch, Al-Mahmudiyah, opposite of petrol station, storey 1 

@gmail.comtekile.nrlsEmail:  

nrls.efrin@gmail.comNRLS Afrin:  

WWW.NRLSONLINE.ORG/HOME/r.A 

SKYPE: NRLSTEKILE 
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